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A Blue Ribbon Panel Dozens Attend Public
Suggested to Keep
Transit Forum about
TARTA Services
TARTA
Intact
By Tricia Hall

Sojourner’s Truth Reporter

By Fletcher Word
Sojourner’s Truth Editor
As the Toledo Area
Regional Transit Authority’s
proposed
reduction in service
approaches the 11th
hour, concerned citizens and the Lucas
County Commissioners responded by announcing the formation of a Blue Ribbon
Task Force to examine the problems TARTA faces and come up with
solutions to maintain at least the current level of service.
During a press conference on Tuesday at One Government Center, a
coalition of citizens, especially those involved with disability causes,
derided TARTA for its decision to reduce its services at the end of
the year – eliminating Sunday and holiday service entirely, cutting
back on some early and late weekday routes and shutting down some
routes entirely.
“TARTA is a lifeline to get [people] to jobs,” said the Rev. Donald
Perryman, PhD,, president of United Pastors for Social Empowerment (and a contributor to The Sojourner’s Truth), “to get them to the
store, to get them to work. TARTA is a lifeline for those with disabilities … TARTA exploits and takes advantage.”
“This cannot stand,” said Lucas County Commissioner Pete Gerken
of the TARTA plans. “TARTA’s decision is cruel, unkind, unjust.
There are no days off for public transit. We are here to say ‘No.’ We
are here to offer some solutions.”
TARTA’s decision to reduce service stems from a reduction in financial support. Much of TARTA’s funding – 46 percent – comes
from local property taxes. This funding has been greatly reduced over
the years – by $6 million between 1987 and 2010. TARTA teamed
with a local marketing firm and a multinational engineering firm to
create a new plan that would essentially replace property tax funding
with an area sales tax. It’s a plan, noted TARTA CEO Jim Gee, that
... continued on page 5
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Lucas County King Road
Branch Library meeting
room on Thursday, December 13 for a public
transit forum and listening session organized by
Shelley Papenfuse of Disability Rights Advocate,
and Rev. Cedric Brock, pastor of Mt. Nebo Baptist Church and president
of the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance.
“The purpose of the forum and listening session is to inform voters and
residents in Toledo and Sylvania Township about possible solutions that
we can organize because of the recent announcement about the TARTA
schedule reduction,” explained Brock.
Toledo and Sylvania Township residents were in attendance to discuss
concerns and solutions. Immediately following refreshments, forum facilitators Papenfuse and Brock provided a PowerPoint slide which displayed
that Toledo is the only major city in Ohio that funds its transit system by
property taxes while the other cities: Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati,
Dayton, Akron, Canton, Youngstown, Lake Co and Portage Co generate
sales taxes that range from .25 percent to one percent.
The group discussed several action steps that will begin next week. The
                      nia Township voters with the statistics announced earlier in the meeting
through forums, information about sales tax verse property tax savings,
and letters to the editor of local media outlets.
“I don’t believe that Lucas County voters understand what needs to be
        "# 
schedule,” said Earl Murry, PhD.
The second action step outlined discussion topics for a joint meeting be%  %      & '      
           *  +/#*  ing the public, but let’s get the County Commissioners here to meet with
us. We need the commissioners to stand with us at a Sylvania Township
meeting,” shared Jessica Weinbelg, an advocacy organizer.
     <          *=>?
Sylvania Township meeting, and address the Sylvania Township trustees.
“We need to go to their meeting, the Sylvania Township meeting in large
numbers,” explained Rev. Brock.
Several supporters including Earl Murry and Jessica Weinbelg urged
 *       % %    cember 18 Sylvania Township meeting, and just sit or stand there in sup +@  =     &%  & 
... continued on page 5
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Community Calendar
December 25
Merry Christmas!
The Thomas Temple Church Of God In Christ Annual Free Christmas Dinner:
Serving from 1:00 - 3:00 pm; All are welcome: 419 255-3447.
December 26
Blood Drive: 10 am to 3 pm; ProMedica Toledo Hospital; Coxton Room
December 26 – 29
Kwanzaa! – Presented by the Toledo Kwanzaa House: Frederick Douglas Community Association; Doors open at 5; Programs start at 6; Activities for adult and
children; Vendors, informational tables
January 1
Happy New Year!
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For the First Time in History, Two African
Americans Will Hold Top Leadership
Positions in Congress at the Same Time
By Black PR Wire
" &'^'_*=Q*`q{|}?~%      “Next Congress, the CBC will have 55 members, including two who will
* '&   *  `*@' =q =       % %   Q** 
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chair; he has more than demonstrated during his time in Congress that he is
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Toledo Community
Foundation’s
Stranahan Supporting
Organization awards
grant to Martin
Luther King Kitchen
for the Poor
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director.
...continued on page 13
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Public Forum Tarta... continued from page 2

Blue Ribbon Tarta... continued from page 2

spirit of cooperation. We don’t need signs or protest loudly, we’ll have
our two spokespersons speak for us,” shared Murry.
At least one Sylvania Township resident who was present voiced opposing concerns, and asked to remain anonymous. “I can’t get hired and
I have four degrees, but this is my reality,” he said. “When people voted
against this, it wasn’t about race. It wasn’t racist. We also have economic
issues, just like everyone else. My spare money goes to feed my family,
keeping my heat and lights on and keeping fuel in my car, so I don’t want
to pay a higher property tax. I blame TARTA, why can’t they learn how
to run like a business, and stand on their own instead of depending on
us? When people see Sylvania Township, they think we all have money,
but we’re not wealthy.”
     *   &\   
working on a general election proposed change by TARTA to fund public
transportation.
TARTA’s plan was to place the sales tax proposal before the voters but
   <          "#**=*munities – Toledo and its suburbs – approve the ballot measure. Sylvania
Township, alone among the member communities, declined to place the
measure on the ballot for voters to have a say in the matter.
Most Sylvania Township residents would support the new Toledo Area
Regional Transit Authority proposal to expand its service area and hours
and implement a sales tax to pay for the expanded service according to
the results of a telephone survey conducted by Odesky and Associates of
300 likely voters in the township.
According to the survey, 46.3 percent supported the TARTA proposal,
21 percent were against it and 32.7 percent were undecided; 58 percent
favored a sales tax and only 5.7 percent supported a property tax.
Now that the two Sylvania township trustees, John Jennewine and Neal
Mahoney, have declined to let voters decide the matter, TARTA has been
forced to make drastic cuts in its service. At the end of the year TARTA
%        &* *   
routes on the schedule and eliminate some early and late routes.
“The seven other cities that support TARTA have all agreed to place
this on the general election ballot, but our issue right now is the two
Sylvania Township trustees Jennewine and Mahoney. Once the sales tax
issue is approved, this will no longer be an adjudication issue,” said Papenfuse.

most major cities use for funding public transit systems.
TARTA’s proposal needed to be placed on the ballot for approval by
area voters but trustees in Sylvania Township, alone amongst the member communities that TARTA services, nixed the idea of letting voters
approve the plan even though polling had shown that most voters in the
township would have approved.
Not only did the speakers at last week’s press conference disapprove
of the TARTA plan to reduce service, some also attacked the transit
operation for a lack of transparency in the months leading up to the
reduction.
George Thomas, senior attorney with Advocates for a Basic Legal
Equality, said “TARTA must conduct a thorough public engagement
process.” He chided TARTA for not conducting a thorough public hearing process. “Cleveland held 15 public service meetings to gather input,” he said, noting that TARTA only held hearings on one day. “TARTA failed to meaningfully engage with the public. We ask for TARTA to
reconsider the process. We need to identify strategies to mitigate these
cuts.”
Lucas County Commissioner Tina Skeldon Wozniak also voiced her
distaste for the proposed TARTA service cuts. “A strong economy needs
a strong public transit system,” said Skeldon Wozniak. “We don’t sit
back, we ask for action, we ask for change.” She announced that the
blue ribbon task force will have a director – Roslyn Wallace, human
resources manager of Detroit Manufacturing Systems – as she observed
that the continued current transit routes are critical for the Toledo area.
The task force, said Skeldon Wozniak, is intended to be a panel encompassing a broad range of Lucas County interests and residents and
will be commissioned to examine a broad range of TARTA issues –
finances, services, administration – but , as of yet, no decisions have
been made about the panel membership other than the director.
TARTA’s CEO/General Manager James Gee released the following
statement after the press conference: “We recognize that the upcoming
service cuts will make a negative impact to the quality of life for passengers, and we sincerely regret that this decision became necessary.
TARTA’s current funding model and revenue limitations forced a difficult decision for TARTA and its board of directors. However, TARTA
has been and remains open to collaborating with groups that may find
new approaches to providing more effective public transportation options for our community.
“Within the past month, TARTA initiated dialogue with several community groups, most notably the Toledo Regional Chamber of Commerce. Plans are currently under development with the Chamber to
commission an economic impact study of public transit and investigate
using a priority-based budgeting model for TARTA’s operations. The
goal of these activities is to identify innovative approaches to budgeting and service analysis that would lead to better public transportation
in our region. As I understand, the Lucas County Commissioners today
announced an effort to develop a Blue Ribbon Panel geared toward
these same goals. TARTA openly welcomes collaboration with such a
group, and we willingly accept different perspectives and ideas for new
revenue streams or service models that allow TARTA to offer sustainable, efficient and adequate public transit.”

DIXIE

DIXIE CARS DIV. DIXIE AUTO LEASING INC
5876 N. DETROIT AVE.

TOLEDO, OHIO 43612

419-476-8678
OFF LEASE - 4 DOOR SEDANS

$2,500

THIRTY DAY WARRANTY
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Franklin Park Lincoln’s Christmas Give Away
Mike Colbert and his wife, Irma, held their annual Christmas gifts give- event, sponsored by Franklin Park Lincoln, enabled 115 families to receive
away on December 14 at Word of Faith Ministries on Stickney. This year’s groceries for Christmas dinners along with coats, hats and gloves.

Councilman Larry Sykes and Mike Colbert

December 19, 2018
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Toledo Minority Business Centers Host Open House
The minority business community and members of the public are invited to an open house
to learn about the services offered by the Minority Business Assistance Center and the Minority
Business Development Center at the University
of Toledo.
The annual event is scheduled from 3:00-5:00

Don’t Get
Snowed Under
This Christmas:
Tips to Spend
Wisely
By Black PR Wire
Even after setting a holiday budget, the most
wonderful time of year is often the most expensive. Experts say that this Christmas, there are
new ways to make your dollar go further.
“The days of clipping coupons may be out
  &=   % *
is,” says Michael McAuliffe, president of Family Credit Management. “From in-store apps to
price trackers, new tech tools can help.”
The experts at Family Credit Management
are encouraging consumers to research their
money-saving options, as technology is always
evolving. To get you started, they have nar...continued on page 10

p.m. Thursday, December 20, 2018, at the Center
on the University of Toledo’s Scott Park Campus, in the Faculty Annex, 2145 East Scott Park
Drive, Toledo.
The Minority Business Assistance Center offers many free services to minority business
startups or minority-owned businesses looking
to expand. Services include business counseling;
 &               
packaging assistance; and more. The center is

supported by the state of Ohio through a grant
from the Ohio Development Services Agency
and by the University of Toledo.
The Minority Business Development Center
 * &       =
incubator for minority-owned, early-stage businesses. Tours of the center will be offered at the
open house.
For more information or to make a reservation,
please call 419-530-3344.
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It’s The Most Wonderful Time of The Year!!
The Heart of Christmas
The spirit of Christmas is expressed through love, family and sharing. We found three families willing to open up their homes and hearts, and share
the beauty of the holidays and what Christmas means to them.

The Dunston Family
Christmas is a special
time to celebrate the
*  = *
Savior, Jesus Christ, but
it is also a moment to
express our gratitude,
joy, and love for one another. Christmas is love
and during this time,
our love is expressed
by spending time and
creating memories with
family and friends,
passing down traditions
and recipes from one
generation to the next,
and assisting those in
need. Christmas is the
  *   
on God’s grace, mercies, and love; through
that love, we can make
the world a happier
place by sharing this
joy with everyone we
encounter.

l-r Philip Dunston, Tanasia Morton, Ariell Dunston, William III and Felicia
Dunston, Chelsea Dounstn and Wesley Amadi

Photos by Carla Thomas

“The real estate agent said we
might be more comfortable
living in a different
neighborhood.”

419-243-6163
toledofhc.org

If you suspect you are being
steered because of your race,
religion, or ethnicity, contact us.
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Toledo Families Celebrating Christmas!!
The Perryman Family
What does Christmas mean to us? The work of ministry and activism involves having to constantly address imperfect systems and the needs of people
who are hurting. And, because the work is never done, it is important to take
time to focus internally on our relationships in order to keep them fresh and
healthy.
Christmas, for us, is a time to make sure that we do not neglect our own family so that we can be effective when we go out to serve others. My wife and I

cook the holiday meal together, which forces us to include quality time in our
relationship and allows us an outlet to relieve some of the stress of ministry and
advocacy.
You’re chopping, seasoning, talking and listening to music. The kids and
granddaughter are telling jokes, singing, dancing and playing musical instruments.
We’re all creating something. It doesn’t matter what we sing or talk about, as long
as we take time to focus on each other rather than just work or church.

From l-r Jamison Perryman-Clark, Dr. Staci Perryman-Clark, Randall Clark,
Rev. Dr. Donald Perryman, Willetta Perryman and Dr. Tracee Perryman

The Brenneman Family
'  *  */ # *  Z #
greatest gift to us. We celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ by gathering with
  * / # *       %  
%%     _Z #   
you in this holiday season.

l-r Laila, Isaiah, Kristian (holding Winston), Lauren (holding Bella) and Tirrell
Brenneman

Photos by Carla Thomas
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Social Security- Questions and Answers
Question:
How do I terminate my Medicare Part B (medical insurance)?
Answer:
You can voluntarily terminate your Medicare Part B (medical insurance).
^       *  
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Question:
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Tips To Spend Wisely... continued from page 7
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The Holiday Gift Guide – Part 2
By Terri Schlichenmeyer
The Truth Contributor
And here’s a book you might to buy for yourself this year: Guardianships and the Elderly:
The Perfect Crime by Dr. Sam Sugar. It’s
about the various ways that guardianship can
go wrong, how to recognize any problems, and
how to deal with them.
For the diabetic on your gift list, a copy of
Hardhead Diabetic in a Nutshell by Rica
Rich might be the thing to unwrap. This book
takes a look at new treatments and old ideas;
HEALTH & MEDICINE
For the giftee who loves to study humans it dispels myths, and offers nutrition informaand what makes then tick, The Fear Factor tion.
by Abigail Marsh is going to open eyes. Yes,
DEATH & DYING
there’s a darker side of humanity and March
Loss doesn’t stop during the holidays. If your
exposes it. It all has to do with fear, and she’ll
explain how. Speaking of fear (and the lack giftee needs any kind of comfort, try The After
thereof), wrap it up with On Call in the Arctic Death Chronicles by Annie Mattingley. It’s
by Thomas J. Sims, a memoir of a doctor’s a book filled with stories of everyday people
life in the Alaskan frontier. You may want to who were surprised to receive communicaput Tooth and Nail by Linda D. Dahl with it, tion from “beyond the veil.” If your loss was a
too; that’s a book about a woman who became child, then pair it with The Unspeakable Loss
by Nisha Zenoff, PhD, which is a book espea ringside doctor in New York City.
If you know someone who has surgery cially for parents.
The history buff who is also interested in
planned this year, give Counting Backwards
by Henry Jay Przybylo, MD. Dr. Przybylo is historical cemeteries will want to read Birth
a pediatric anesthesiologist, and he not only of a Cemetery by John F. Llewellyn. It’s the
shares stories in this book, but he’ll also put story of the beginning of Forest Lawn Memoa mind to rest. (Hint: even if your giftee isn’t
having surgery, it’s still a don’t-miss). Pair it
with The Pain Companion by Sarah Anne
Shockley, a book about living with pain.
For the person who asked for a genealogy
test, wrap it up with She Has Her Mother’s
Laugh by Carl Zimmer. It’s a book about
heredity, genetics, and what you inherit from
your family and your family’s family. Also
look for Because I Come From a Crazy Family by Edward M. Hallowell, MD, a memoir
about inherited afflictions, childhood, and the
ways that even a beloved family can be a challenge.
The forever dieter might enjoy reading The
Weight of Being by Kara Richardson Whitely. It’s a book about being overweight, losing
a whole lot of weight, and finding out why we
fat-shame in America.
If there’s someone on your list this year who’s
suffered tragedy after tragedy, a gentle reminder that things will be better is Resilience by
Linda Graham, MFT. Its subtitle says it all:
it’s filled with “Powerful Practices for Bouncing Back from Disappointment, Difficulty, and
Even Disaster.”
For the person who loves to read about cutting-edge medicine, wrap up The Breakthrough
by Charles Graeber. It’s about what’s new in
the effort to cure cancer with immunotherapy.
Pair that good news with Sound: A Memoir of
Hearing Lost and Found by Bella Bathurst,
for medical updates you should hear.
The giftee who loves to read about bravery
in the face of illness will want We Know How
This Ends: Living While Dying by Bruce H.
Kramer with Cathy Wurzer, which couldn’t
be a better gift. Until his death in 2015, Kramer had ALS, but it didn’t stop him: he was a
teacher, a blogger, and a radio personality at
the end of his life. This book was published
just after Kramer died. Pair it with I Found My
Tribe by Ruth Fitzmaurice, a memoir about
Fitzmaurice’s family, including her husband,
who has ALS.
The mistletoe is hung, and so are the garlands, the ornaments, window decorations, and
lights. You’d be ready for the holidays, too, if
you weren’t hung up on a gift for that one certain person.
Now what? Now head to the bookstore with
this column in-hand, and look for one of these
great books….

rial Park, but it’s also somewhat of a history of
California and of fame as well.
HISTORY
In the middle of World War II, when armed
personnel were needed more than ever, the U.S.
Army Air Forces finally allowed something that
was long overdue: they let their 1,100 female
pilots in the air. In Fly Girls by P. O’Connell
Pearson, your giftee will read about the brave
service of those women and how they did what
they did – with less pay, harder duty, and no
military benefits.
For the political watcher, there’s a lot to
choose from this year. One of the neutral books
you can give is Partner to Power by K. Ward
Cummings. It’s a book about the people who
have surrounded Presidents, listened to them,
and advised them on matters large and small.
If your giftee has devoured everything on
Custer, hold on. Have they read Thieves’ Road
by Terry Mort yet? It’s a book about why
Custer focused on the Black Hills and it’s your
golden opportunity for more on the soldier and
the battle. On a similar note, horse lovers who
...continued on page 12
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PROJECT COORDINATOR,
$#/(#
ON VIOLENCE PREVENTION

PARK TECHNICIAN 3
Metroparks Toledo is looking for an individual to
 U !  Y Z  
Metropark to assist with maintenance of
grounds, facilities and equipment. High school
   V+? V+ ) {+ 8 &K
5   ?? ? =)
Moderate level of experience in general turf,
grounds and building maintenance required.
|&#)%F[ )Y+ Z 8)}  ZZZ)
metroparkstoledo.com for complete list of position requirements and duties; must submit
online application and resume by December
&$) 

 +  \? 5 U   _ 2
nator for Dept. of Justice Grant on Violence
Prevention to implement comprehensive vio  ?     ) 7  = gree in counseling, social work, etc., training
/presenting experience, and ability to work
some evenings/weekends required. 1-3 years
victim services experience helpful. Submit
cover letter, resume/CV, 3 professional references (MS Word or pdf only) to resume@
lourdes.edu. See www.lourdes.edu/jobs for
details. EOE

.

.

"#$##%
St. Martin de Porres Catholic Church is seeking to hire a choir director/pianist for Sunday
worship. Must play in gospel style, read music, be able to direct a choir, understand and
implement Catholic liturgical worship guidelines or be willing to learn Catholic worship.
Submit resume on line to stmartindeporrestoledo@gmail.com or mail to 1119 West Bancroft St., Toledo, Ohio 43606.

$$+'#$
Provides data entry and monitoring of Medicaid eligibility through the MITS and Ohio
7  7  +  5 ) Y
program enrollment for PASSPORT and other
waivers.
Requires excellent interpersonal skills and
computer/data entry skills. Associates Degree
 +  < ?  $ 5    Z  
least I year of experience in human services
also required. Experience with Medicaid in the
State of Ohio preferred. Reliable transportation,
+ '  ?  ? =   +cessfully passing criminal background check
and drug/alcohol screening required.

 
MEETING
HOFFMAN ROAD LANDFILL
Permit to Install Application for Permit
 !
The City of Toledo is seeking a Permit to Install
 

      
 
           !"#$
Hoffman Road, Toledo, Ohio 43611. A public
meeting will be held Wednesday, January 16,
$%&"' #(%% ) )'      *+ 2 +5
Police Athletic League Gym, 1111 E. Manhattan Blvd., Toledo, Ohio. This meeting is intended to inform local citizens of the PTI application
contents, explain the Ohio EPA PTI application
process, and to receive and respond to comments and questions about the PTI application.
The PTI application is available for review at
    7   8  5' !:$$  
Street, and the Point Place Branch Library,
$;$;&&; < +    + 8+
hours.
Please contact Paul Rasmusson, Director of
 25   =>   +8< ?' :&" $:F*&K!F'  
 
 
about this meeting, the PTI application, or project plans.

EEO/APP, Bilingual and minority applicants encouraged to apply.
>  (\Y
<+8  +  (
Samuel H. Hancock Ed.D.
+  +  
    ]^
$&FF  ?+
Toledo, Ohio 43609

 ')

_ 8`   )
This description is intended to indicate the kind
U? Z U+5 V+ 
of the position. The title of this job shall not be
  +  +
responsibilities of the position. This position
description and/or job vacancy notice is not intended to limit or in any way modify the rights
of any supervisor to assign, direct, and control
the work of employees under supervision. The
use of this particular expression or illustration
describing duties shall not be held to exclude
other duties not mentioned.

###
"0
{  U     ]ural Resources Technician East 3 to maintain
the natural areas throughout Metroparks.
     (    {  U)  perience in land management/natural areas
stewardship required. HS Diploma or equiv V+ ) |&#)%F[ ) Y+     
with benefits. Go to www.MetroparksToledo.
com/careers to view the job description, position requirements and apply online. EOE

LEGAL NOTICE
#&#&#
' ( #'
# " $) *
#"#*
The Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority (TLCPA)
UV+?  +       ?    '
environmental, architectural, administration and
engineering services for the Toledo Express Airport and Toledo Executive Airport. These services
are to be provided in connection with the capital
improvement plan (CIP) for both airports.
  V+   X+  YX Z +
in a multi-year agreement with a consultant for a
    ? F 5 )    +
will then negotiate and enter into sub-agreements
for services, based on the scope of work, with the
ToledoLucas County Port Authority on a project/
  8 +         ? F
year period.
The required format for the proposal to be submitted to the Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority
is described in detail in the full copy of the ReV+ X+ '?885  
(1) emailing Tina Perkins at Tperkins@Toledoport.
  $ ?    + 5= Z8 
([[ZZZ)   ) [ [+8* [)
   +   &(%%) ) 
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Art Gallery showcase of Ink Truth.
This will be a showcase like the city has never
seen!!!
There will be three poets, three authors, three
creative artist, and a special guest. TBA.
Special editions of Tears of the Wounded book
will also be autographed and signed.
This is a family-friendly event we will have light
refreshments and plenty of entertainment.
  Z8

Call to place your ad
419-243-0007

.

www.TheTruthToledo.com

   &$%+

Doors will open at 6p.m performances will start
#(:F) +") )
 Y?'8+  Z8happily accepted.
Special thanks to the Truth Art gallery and newspaper for letting us enjoy their space.
Come and be ready to be inspired by local talent
who put their soul into everything they create.

